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0. INT~c~DuCTION 
In this paper eigenvalues will be studied in the general framework of 
harmonic spaces. An application of our results to the time-independent 
Schrodinger equation yields among others the following: Let p be a signed 
measure on R” such that (~1 generates a continuous real potential G’“’ and 
let I/ be a bounded domain in R”. Then the set of all eigenvalues of the 
equation (fn - p)u = 0 on U is a non-empty upper bounded subset of R 
which has no accumulation points. All eigenspaces have finite dimension. 
The eigenspace of the greatest eigenvalue is one-dimensional; it consists of 
multiples of a strictly positive function. None of the other eigenspaces 
contain any positive eigenfunction. 
The first section of this paper is more technical than the other sections. 
Most of the prerequisites on perturbation of harmonic which are needed 
for our paper are already contained in the first sections of 133. However, 
since we want to treat eigenvalues for open sets which are not necessarily 
regular, we have to improve some of the results of [3]. This discussion will 
be of some interest in itself, but the reader who is mainly interested in the 
case of regular sets may pass directly to Section 2. 
Let us recall from [3] that given any local difference M = (M V)YE 9,Aj 
of continuous potentials on a Bauer space (,I’, 9) we have a perturbed 
space (X, “X). If VE 4?(s), i.e., if V is a relatively compact open set such 
that V is contained in some P-set of (X, X), then we have a potential 
operator Kf associated with M,. For every open subset II of X, the linear 
space “X(U) of all M-harmonic functions on U is the set of all continuous 
real functions h on U such that h + KFh is harmonic on V for every regular 
YE%(X) with Vc U. The family a”(%?‘) of all UE %(X’) such that 
I+ KF is invertible and (I+ Kr)- ‘.s 2 0 for every bounded superharmonic 
function s>O on U has already been studied partly in [3]. For example, 
we know that a regular set U ES(&) satisfying H,l > 0 is regular with 
respect to (X, “&‘) if and only if UE %‘“(X’). In Section 1 we shall 
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investigate various properties of the class e”‘(X) and corresponding 
M-harmonic kernels in more detail. 
In Section 2 we fix a set UE %(X), a local family M of differences of 
potentials, a local family N of strict potentials, and study the set A of all 
tl~ R such that UE%‘+~~(&‘). It will turn out that A = R if % is 
parabolic on U. If, however, Z is not parabolic on U then A = ]a,, co [ 
where CQ E R and the operator I+ K g + ‘oN is not injective. Moreover, it can 
be shown that UE@~(X) if and only if U is a P-set with respect to 
(X Mw. 
In Section 3 we shall investigate eigenvalues and eigenfunctions on U. 
We shall say that a E R is an (N-) eigenvalue on U (with respect to M and 
S(U)) if there exists a function hi “‘aN#b(U)\(O} such that 
lim, + oo h(x,) =0 for every regular sequence (x,) in U and then h is a 
corresponding eigenfunction. The results of Section 2 show that there exist 
eigenvalues on U if and only if 2 is not parabolic on U. The set of all 
eigenvalues is an upper bounded subset of R which is at most countable 
and has no accumulation points. All eigenspaces have finite dimension. If U 
is a bounded domain such that H,l > 0 and 2 is elliptic on U then the 
eigenspace of the greatest eigenvalue is one-dimensional, it consists of 
multiples of a strictly positive function, and none of the other eigenspaces 
contain any positive eigenfunction. 
In a final section we shall apply these results to the generalized 
Schrodinger equation. 
1. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF e""(Z) 
Throughout this paper we shall make free use of notations and results 
given at the beginning of [3]. We fix a Bauer space (X, X), an open set 
UE a(&‘), and a local difference of potentials ME A(X). 
The considerations in this section will require the knowledge of some 
basic facts on balayage of measures. For the convenience of the reader who 
is not so familiar with potential theory we shall give a brief summary of 
some of the definitions and properties needed in the sequel (for the details 
see, e.g., [4] or [2]). 
Fix a &set W in (X, 2) and A c W. For every s E 9’ + ( W) the reduit of 
s on A is defined by 
WR,A=inf{t6Y+(W): t2sonA). 
It is harmonic on VA. The function “&,A defined by 
w&(x) = lim inf wR,A( y) (XE v 
Y-x 
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is called the balayage of s on A. For every XE W there exists a unique 
measure Wc,A on W such that 
for every s E Y + ( W). The measure w.st is called the balayage of E, on A 
with respect to W. If x E A then clearly w~$ = E,. If x E vd then w~t is 
supported by the boundary A* of A. 
If x E D c W then the measure w~qu does not depend on the choice of 
the P-set W containing D and we-‘may simply write 8:“. The set U is 
regular if and only if sb” = E, for every z E U*, and then p.y = 8;” for every 
x E U. In the general case, we may define the harmonic kernel H, by 




E x 1 XECU. 
Then H, f is harmonic on U for every f E 94J U*) and for every x E U 
H,f(x) = inf{s(x): x E Y( U), lim inf s(x) > f(z) Vz E U*} 
x - z 
= sup{ t(x): t E -,!Y( U), lim sup t(x) <f(z) Vz e U* }. 
x - z 
A point z E U* is regular, i.e., lim, _ z H,f(x)=f(z) for everyf E%?(U*), if 
and only if E:” = E,. A sequence (x,) in U converging to z E U* is called 
regular if lim, _ o. H,,f(x,) = f(z) for every f E%‘( U*). Given f E%( U*), 
the function H,f is the only function h E Zb( U) satisfying lim, _ o. h(x,) = 
f(z) for every regular sequence (x,) in U converging to z E U*. This is a 
consequence of the following minimum principle: If SE Yb( U) such that 
lim inf s(x,) > 0 for every regular sequence (x,) in U then s 3 0 (see [2, 
p. 1071). 
If p E .9( W) n %( W) then H,p is the greatest minorant of p which is 
harmonic on U, i.e., p - H,p is the potential part of the restriction of p on 
U. In particular, we obtain that 
K;= KM,- H,KM, 
whenever WE e’(S) such that 0 c W. In fact, this equality holds for every 
WE a(&?) containing U. Indeed, let WE q(X), U c W, and choose 
W’E@(LJY) such that Pit W’. Then H,H,= H, (see [2, p. 3161) and 
hence 
KM,- H,KM,= (KM,, - H,KM,.) - H,(KM,. - HwK$) 
= KM, - H,KM,. = Kg. 
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1.1. PROPOSITION. Kf is a compact operator on 9StJ U). 
Proof: Since KE = KE’ - Kt-, we may assume without loss of 
generality that ME&+(%‘). Let (f,) be a sequence in &Q(U) such that 
If,1 < 1 for every nE N. Fix WE a’(%) such that OC W. Since 
p:=KM,1~9~b(W)n%(W), the set of all qEY(W) such thatp-qqE(W) 
is equicontinuous (cf., for example, [S, p. 5043). Hence there exists a sub- 
sequence (g,) of (f,) such that the sequences (KM,g:) converge locally 
uniformly on W. Since KE = KM,- H,K$ we finally conclude that the 
sequence (KE g,) converges uniformly on U. 
1.2. COROLLARY. If the operator Z+ Kf on 98J U) is invertible then 
(I + Kg) - ’ KN, is a compact operator for every NE A( A?). 
1.3. LEMMA. For every bounded kernel L on X the following statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) The operator I- L on 9SJX) is invertible and (Z-L))’ = 
c,“= 0 L”. 
(2) The positive function C,“=, L”1 is bounded. 
(3) There exists a function f E &?I: (x) such that Lf + 1 <f: 
Proof (1) * (2): Trivial. 
(2)*(3): Taking f=C,“=,L”l we have Lf=C,“=,L”+‘l, hence 
Lf+l=f 
(3) =E- (1): The inequality Lf + 1 d f implies that for every n E N 
Ln+lf + i Lil<f 
i=O 
and hence C,“= o L”1 <f: Thus the mapping g H C,“= 0 L”g is a bounded 
operator on 9$,(X) which clearly is the inverse of Z-L. 
1.4. PROPOSITION. Let L denote the positive operator (I+ Kr’))‘Kt-. 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) UE+P(&). 
(2) The positive function C,“=. L”1 is bounded. 
(3 ) The sequence (L”1) is bounded and lim, _ o. L”1 (x) = 0 for every 
XE u. 
(4) The operator I + Kf on 9$,(U) is invertible and (I + Kt) -’ = 
I,“=, L”(Z+ K;‘))‘. 
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Proof ( 1) * (2): Since 
r+K;=(z+K;+)(z-L), 
the bounded operator Z - L on %$,(V) is invertible and 
(I-L)-‘=(z+Ky(z+K~+). 
Let SE Y’pb+( U) such that s 2 1 on V and define t = s + KE’s. Then 
teP’Pb+(U) and hence f:=(Z-L)~‘s=(Z+K~)~‘t~O on V. Since 
Lf + 1 < Lf+s=J we conclude by (1.3) that (2) holds. 
(2) 3 (3): Trivial. 
(3) * (2): By (1.2) there exists ke N such that Lkl < 4. Then 
xpco L”1 < 2 cfr:; L’l. 
(2) ==- (4): Immediate consequence of (1.3) and the equality I+ Kr = 
(I+ K;+)(Z- L). 
(4) * (1): Trivial since (I+ KE’)-‘s B 0 for every s E Ypb+( U). 
1.5. COROLLARY. I~VE‘%!“(J~‘) ands~94Pbf(V) then {(Z+Kg)-‘s>O} 
= {s>O}. 
Proof: (1.4), [3, p. 14/15]. 
1.6. COROLLARY. Suppose that VE%!~(%). Then V is a g-set with 
respect to (X, “2) and there exists a function s E “‘4°C (V) such that s 2 1 
on V. 
Prooj Define L = (I+ Kg’) - ‘KE- and choose q E .Yb( V), t E 9’; (V) 
such that q>O and t&l on V. Then q1:=q+K~tq~9b(V), 
t, :=t+Kf+tEYPb+(V) and hence by (1.4) and [3, p.211 
P := f L”q = (I+ K;)- ‘q, E M9b( V), 
n=O 
s := f L”t= (I+ K;)-‘t, E MY’Pb+(V). 
n=O 
Moreover,paq>Oands>t>l on V. 
1.7. Remark. For converse statements see (1.17) and (2.7). 
The following result is an improvement of (1.4). 
1.8. PROPOSITION. Let VE%C~(C%@), NE.M+(&), and let L denote the 
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positive operator (I+ Kf))‘Kc. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
(1) UE%P-N(x). 
(2) The positive function C,“=O L”1 is bounded. 
(3) The sequence (L”1) is bounded and lim,,, L”l(x)=O for every 
XE u. 
(4) Z+ KEfN is invertible and 
(I+ KgpN)-’ = f L”(Z+ K;))‘. 
TZ=O 
Proof Suppose that UE@~-~(%). Since 
Z+K;-N=(Z+K;)(Z-L), 
the bounded operator Z-L on C&$(U) is invertible and 
(Z-L)-’ = (I+ K;-N)-‘(Z+ K;). 
Let SE “‘4”: (U) such that s 2 1 on U and define t = s + KEs. Then 
tE9’4Pb+(U) by [3, p.211 and hence f :=(Z-L))‘s=(Z+K~~N))‘t~O. 
Thus (2) holds by (1.3). 
The proof is finished as in (1.4) replacing M+ with A4 and M- with N. 
1.9. COROLLARY. Let UE%!~(A?), and N~jai!‘(S). Then UE 
92 M+N(s). 
Proof For every u 20, let L, = (I+ KE’ +n”))lKrm. By (1.4), the 
function C,“= o L; 1 is bounded. By [ 3, p. 133, L, < Lo. Therefore the 
function C,“=. L; 1 is bounded. Since UE %!“+ +“(X), we conclude by (1.8) 
that U E ?#“‘(X). 
The following property of the kernel KE will be very useful for the study 
of the boundary behavior of M-harmonic functions. 
1.10. LEMMA. Let ge at,(X). Then lim,, o. Kf g(x,) = 0 for every 
regular sequence (x,) in U. 
Proof Let WE%(~) such that 0~ W and let (x,) be a regular 
sequence in U converging to z E U*. Then 
lim KE g(x,) = lim (KM,g(x,) - H,KM,g(x,)) = KM,g(z) - KM,g(z) = 0. 
n-cc n-m 
Obviously, the following characterization of e’“(s) can be used for 
another proof of (1.9). 
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1.11. PROPOSITION. The following two properties are equivalent: 
(1) UE+P(X). 
(2) Zf SE “Yb(U) such that lim inf,, m s(x,) 20 for every regular 
sequence (x,) in U then s >, 0. 
Proof (1) 3 (2): Let s E MYb( U) such that lim inf, _ m s(x,) > 0 for 
every regular sequence (x,) in U. Then t := s + K~.Y E Yb( U) and, by (1. lo), 
lim inf, _ a, t(x,) = lim inf, _ o. s(x,)>O for every regular sequence (x,) in 
U. Therefore t>O and s=(Z+Kz)-‘t>O. 
(2)*(l): Let fES$,(U) such that f+KEf=O. Then fE”Xb(U) and 
lim, + m f (x,) = -lim, + m KF f (x,) = 0 for every regular sequence (x,) in 
U. Hence f = 0, i.e., the operator I+ K t is injective. Therefore I+ Kt is 
invertible by ( 1.1). 
Finally, fix t E Y4pb+ (U) and consider s = (I+ KE) ~ ‘t. Then s + K~s = t, 
hence s E MYb( U) and lim inf, _ a, s(x,) = lim inf, _ oc t(x,) 2 0 for every 
regular sequence (x,) in U. Thus ~20. 
1.12. PROPOSITION. Let UE~Y”“(X), fogs, and g=(Z+Kt)-’ 
H,f. Then g E M%b( U) and lim, _ o. g(x,) = f (z) for every regular sequence 
(x,) in U converging to z E U*. Moreover, g is the only function in MSb( U) 
having this property, and, for every x E U, 
g(x) = inf{s(x): s E “Y(U), lim inf s(x) > f(z) Vz E U*) 
x + i 
=sup{t(x):tE -“Y(U),limsupt(x)<f(z)VzEU*}. 
* - z 
Proof. Since g + KEg = HLlf; we obtain from (1.10) that for every 
regular sequence (x,) in U converging to z E U* 
lim g(x,) = lim H,f(x,) = f(z). 
n-m n-m 
The stated uniqueness follows immediately from (1.11). Moreover, defining 
I;=inf{s~“~(U):liminfs(x)~f(z)Vz~U*}, 
x - i 
h=sup{tE -“Y(U):limsupt(x)<f(z)VzEU*}, 
x-z 
we have h<h by (1.11). 
Choose a decreasing sequence (3,) in y?(U) such that 
lim inf, _ I s,(x) b f(z) for all z E U*, n E N, and inf s, = H,f: Define 
5, = (I+ K;)-‘s, (nEN). 
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Since KE is a compact operator, we may assume without loss of generality 
that the sequence (?,) is convergent to a function 5. Then clearly 
S+Kf?=lim,,, s, = H,f, i.e., s”= g. 
Now fix n E N and let 
Then jj= MYb(U) by [3, p. 213 and p> (I+ K$))‘KEs, since 
Kr1 Is,1 - Kfs,, E 9’: ( U). Therefore 
Given x0 E U and E > 0 there exists Q E “9J U) such that 4 < j, 4(x0) CC, 
and { 4 < p” > is relatively compact in U. Then clearly S, + (? E “Yb( U) and 
lim inf(S, + Q)(x) 2 lim inf s,(x) > f(z) 
* + z .Y + z 
for every z E U*. Therefore, ?a + q 2 h. In particular, ~Jx,,) + E > Z$x,). 
Therefore g = lim, _ m S, B h. Replacing f with -f we obtain that g < h. 
Thus t;=h=g. 
The preceding proposition shows that (Z+Kt)-‘Hv is the harmonic 
kernel MH, for U with respect to (A’, M&?) if UE%!(~#). Hence we may 
define a kernel MH, by 
MH, := (Z+K;)-‘H, 
whenever UE@~(~?). Let us note that there are trivial cases where 
UE @!“(%)\a( “X). For example, if (R, X) corresponds to the differen- 
tial equation u ” = 0 and if (Iw, “X) corresponds to U” = -U, then 
U=]O, 2[ u]2,4[ •%~(&)\%!(~i%) since 2<7c<4. 
Suppose that UE%~(&?). Then clearly MH,f is M-harmonic on U 
for every f EBb(U*). If NE&+(%) then M+NHU<MHO by (1.8). 
If I/ E %‘“(A?) is an open subset of U then H,H, = H, and 
Kf = Kt - H,Kz. Hence a formal computation shows that 
1.13. COROLLARY. Let W be an open subset of X, SE M9’( W), and 
h E “Ye(W). Then MH,s < s and MH,h = h for every UE @l’“(9) such that 
oc w. 
Proof Immediate consequence of (1.12). 
In order to obtain further characterizations of %‘“(&) if H, 1 > 0 we 
shall need the following general statement on barriers. 
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1.14. PROPOSITION. Let z E U* and let (x,) be a sequence in U such that 
lim, _ m x,=z and lim,,, s(x,) = 0 for some strictly positive s E Y+(U). 
Then lim,,, E!$=E~, i.e., the sequence (x,) is regular. 
Proof Let p be an accumulation point of the sequence ($A’). By [6, 
p. 4391, there exists c1 E [0, l] such that 
If a = 1 then p = E,. So let us assume that a < 1. Let (y,) be a subsequence 
of (x,) such that lim,, o. $,jj = ,u. Fix a compact subset K of U and 
f E%+(D) such that f ds on U, f >O on K and f =0 on U*. Then 
lim sF” = a&, + (1 - a) &,Kucu 
“-LX 
by [6, p. 4411, and hence 
(1 -a)&KUCU(f)= lim &-rU(f)= lim H,,,f(y,)< lim s(y,)=O, 
n-m n-r’x n-rm 
i.e., CwU(K) = 0. Therefore sFucu = skU. Ch oosing an increasing sequence 
(K,,) of compact sets such that U = lJ,“= 1 K,, we obtain that 
Ed= lim &~ucu=g~u 
n-m 
and hence lim, _ o3 .$,y = E,. 
1.15. COROLLARY. Let s E 9’ + (U) such that s 2 H, 1 and s > 0 on U, 
Then inf, E u s(x) > 0. 
In particular, inf, E u H,l(x)>O ifH,l >O on U. 
Proof: Suppose that inf,. u s(x) = 0. Then there exists z E U* and a 
sequence (x,) in U such that lim, _ i. x, = z and lim, _ m s(x,) = 0. So the 
sequence (x,) is regular and hence 
lim inf s(x,) 2 lim H,l(x,) = 1. 
n-cc n-02 
This contradiction shows that inf,, U s(x) > 0. 
1.16. PROPOSITION. Zf UE%~(J?) and H,l>O on U then 
inf, E u MHul(~)>O. 
Proof. By (1.5), M+Hul > 0 on U. Since ?A!(#) c %(“‘Z), we may 
apply (1.15) to U and the harmonic space (A’, “‘2’) and obtain that 
inf, E u M’Hul(x) > 0. Finally, we note that MHu 12 ““+HU 1 since 
M+ -M=M- E&+(&?). 
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1.17. PROPOSITION. Suppose that H, 1 > 0. Then the following statements 
are equivalent : 
(1) For every f E %‘( U*) there exists a unique function h E MSb( U) 
such that lim, _ m h(x,) = f(z) for every regular sequence (x,) in U converg- 
ing to z E U*. Moreover, h 2 0 lff > 0. 
(2) There exists a function h E “Zl (U) such that h > 1 on U. 
(3) There exists a function SE M9’Pb+( U) such that s 2 1 on U. 
(4) There exists a function s E “9’: (U) such that lim inf,, _ o. s(x,) > 1 
for every regular sequence (x,) in U. 
(5) UE42”(z?). 
Proof (1) = (4), (2) * (3) =S (4): Trivial. 
(4)*(5): Let t :=s+Kfs-Hr/l. Then t E %(U) and 
lim inf, _ co t(x,) = lim inf, _ m s(x,) - 1 2 0 for every regular sequence (x,) 
in U, hence t 20. Let L := (I+ KE’)-‘Kt- and g := (Z+KE+)-‘Hul. 
Then 
and infg(U)>O by (1.16). Thus UE%~(A?) by (1.3) and (1.4). 
(5)*(l): (1.12). 
(5) * (2): (1.16). 
1.18. Remarks. 1. Let z E U*, let V be an open neighborhood of z, and 
let (x,) be a sequence in Un V such that lim,, m x, = z. Then (x,) is 
regular in U if and only if (x,) is regular in U n V (see [6, p. 4411 or [2, 
p. 3281). 
2. Let UE%(%) n %(“X) and let (x,) be a sequence in U. Then 
(x,) is regular in U if and only if (x,) is M-regular in U. This equivalence 
follows from (1.12) and the fact that (X, S?) can be recovered by a pertur- 
bation of (X, M~) (see [3, p. 251). 
3. It will be clear to the specialist that the previous results (as well as 
the results of Sections 2 and 3) hold for the perturbation of any harmonic 
space (with countable base) in the sense of [4] or [2]. 
2. PARABOLIC SHEAVES 
Inspired by [l] we shall say that the sheaf S is parabolic on UE a(.#‘) 
if for every non-empty compact subset C of U there exists XE C such that 
uZ?f(x) =O. For example, the harmonic sheaf associated with the heat 
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equation is parabolic. Obviously, %’ can only be parabolic on V if 2 is 
not elliptic on V. Let us recall that a subset A of V is an absorbing set if 
there exists a function SE Y+ (V) such that A = {x E V: s(x) = O}. 
Ellipticity of 2 on V means that no open subset of V has a non-trivial 
absorbing subset whereas parabolicity of 2 on V is equivalent to the 
existence of “many” absorbing subsets of V (see Cl]). So there are of 
course simple examples where %’ is neither elliptic nor parabolic on V. 
We shall start with some general considerations which later on will be 
useful for the discussion of eigenvalues. In this section it will lead to the 
result that 2 is parabolic on a set UE e(X) if and only if V E %“(I?) for 
every ME J(X). 
As before we fix a set VE S(X) and a local difference of potentials 
ME J%‘(X). Moreover, let NE J%“(X). We shall say that N is strictly 
positive on V if KN, is a potential on V which is strict, i.e., if Kg 1 ,, # 0 for 
every non-empty finely open subset V of V. (The fine topology on V is the 
coarsest topology on V such that every superharmonic function on V is 
continuous. It is liner than the original topology on V.) 
It is well known that there always exist NE A’(X) which are strictly 
positive on every V E S!(X). In the classical case on R” we have A”( V) > 0 
for every non-empty finely open Bore1 set and hence for every strictly 
positive f E Kp the measure fA" corresponds to a strictly positive 
NEdhf(Af). 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let A denote the set of all a E R such that 
VE~%‘~~~(&‘). Then A= ]aO, co[ for some a,ER. Zf a,=infAER then 
the operator Z+ Kc + a0 KN,: ab( V) + SIb( V) is not injective. 
Proof. Fix aE A. Then [a, co[ c A by (1.9). Moreover, for every 
O<E< (I(Z+K~+aK;“;)-‘KN,I(-‘, we have 
(Z+Kf+(a-E)KE)-I= f [e(Z+K~+aK~)-lKN,]n(Z+K~+aK;“;)-l 
fl=O 
and hence a--EEA by (1.8). Thus A=]ao, oo[ for some a,ER. 
Suppose now that a0 E R! and that the operator Z+ Kz + a,KN, is 
injective. Then Z + KE + a0 KN, is invertible and for every s E 9; ( V), 
(Z+K~+aoKN,))ls= lim Z+K”+ a +A KN J u ( 0 n) “)-‘sBo, 
i.e., aOE A. This contradiction finishes the proof. 
2.2. COROLLARY. VE: e”(X) ifand only ifZ+ KE + aK;Y, is injective for 
every a 2 0 and tf there exists a E Iw such that V E %?P+ aN(S). 
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2.3. LEMMA. Zf N is strictly positive on U then there exists u > 0 such 
that UE%!~+‘~(%). 
Proof: By (l.l), there exists a closed subset A of U such that 
Kf-1 U,A <Q on U. Let p = K, M-l A and define functions fa E %Yt ( U), CI > 0, 
by 
By [3, p. 133, the mapping a ++ f, is decreasing. Let 
f = inf f,. 
a>0 
Since f, + Kt’ + ““f, = p, we obtain that q:= sup,, o KE’ +‘“f, E S(U) and 
f + q = p E P( U) n %$,(U). Therefore the function f E S,+ (U) is finely con- 
tinuous. Moreover, UK;“, f d ozKE f, d p for every a > 0 and hence KE f = 0. 
Thus f = 0. 
Since f, E w;(U) and 01 H f, is decreasing, we conclude that f, tends to 
zero locally uniformly on U as a tends to infinity. Fix so E 9: (U) such that 
s,, > 1 on U and choose E > 0 such that &so < $. There exists a > 0 such that 
f,<EsO on A. Then KE’+aNfE+ &so > p on A and hence on U since 
C(p) c A. Therefore f, < &so < 4. 
So we obtain that 
and hence (l(Z+Kj’J++orN)-‘K~-jI <$< 1. Thus UE&‘+‘~(%) by (1.8) 
(or already by [3, p. 151). 
2.4. THEOREM. Suppose that N is strictly positive on U. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) UE% M+aN(A?) for every cI E R. 
(2) For every a E R! the operator Z+ Kg + aN on @J U) is invertible. 
(3) &‘is parabolic on U. 
(4) For every non-empty compact subset C of U there exists x E C such 
that KE 1 o(x) = 0. 
ProojI Fix /? > 0 such that U E %M + 8N(s) and define 
L= (I+ K;+flN)-‘K$. 
We recall from (1.2) and (1.5) that L is a compact positive operator on 
@JU) and (Lf >O> = (KEf >Oj for every f E@<(U). 
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(1)o (2): (2-l), (2.3). 
(2) =P (4): Suppose that there exists a non-empty compact subset C of 
U such that KEl, >O on C. Let V be a relatively compact open 
neighborhood of C such that KE 1 c > 0 on I? Let 
q=Ll V’ 
Then q E M + B”,P( U) n %‘J U), M + P”C(q) c V, and q > 0 on I? Moreover, 
LqEMfPNP(U)n(e,(U) and fLq>O) 3 {q>O} I”+BNC(q). So there 
exists y > 0 such that yLq 2 q on M+bNC(q) and hence yLq > q on U. Thus 
(yL)“q >, q for every n E N, i.e., C,“=,(yL)“q = co on the non-empty set C. 
Applying (1.8) we conclude that U$ %?~+(p-y)N(X). 
(4) * (2): Suppose that a E IR such that I+ Kr+ aN is not invertible. 
Then a</I by (1.9). Fix ~EBJU) such that f+Kr+“Nf=O and 
ff>O) #@. Let y=p-a. Then 
and hence 
I+ Kf+“N=(I+ Kf+fiN)(I-yL) 
By (1.2) there exists E > 0 such that (IL1 (O</<E1]l c l/37 and (f> E} # 0. 
Moreover, there exists a non-empty compact subset C of (f 2 E > such that 
IILl {/aE)\cll c &/(3y llfll ). If x E C such that Ll c(x) = 0 then 
~~f(x)=YLf(x)~Yufl{~>o])tx) 
Q&L1 {O</<a)tx) + Y U-II Ll {frE)\ctx) 
This contradiction shows that I+ Kf + aN is invertible. 
(3) o (4) (see [ 1 ] ): Let C be a non-empty compact subset of U. Suppose 
first that X is parabolic on U and define p = KEl,. Then there exists 
a > 0 such that ap < 1 on C and hence ap < “2:. Therefore 
Cn {p=O}ICn {“@=O}#fa. Finally suppose that “Rf>O on C. 
Choose an open neighborhood V of C such that PC ( “8: > 0) and define 
q = Kc 1 p. Then q > 0 on V, hence there exists /I > 0 such that fiq > 1 on C 
and therefore /3q 2 “8:. In particular, q > 0 on V. 
2.5. COROLLARY. S is parabolic on U if and only if U E @Q(H) for 
every Q E A(&‘). 
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2.6. COROLLARY. Suppose that 3? is not parabolic on U and that N is 
strictly positive on U. Then there exists a0 E R such that U E 4!XM + ““(s) for 
every a > a0 and U# @“+aN(%‘) for every a <a,,. The operator Z+ Kf+qN 
on %?J U) is not injective. 
Proof: (2.1), (2.3), and (2.4). 
Moreover, the preceding considerations yield another characterization of 
+2!“(xq. 
2.7. PROPOSITION. U E a’“(%) if and only if U is a p-set with respect to 
(X “Jo. 
ProoJ Suppose that NE A+(Z) is strictly positive on U. By (2.1) and 
(2.3), there exists a0 E [ - cc, co [ such that UE @“+aN(%) for every a > a0 
and U$f& M+aN(%) for every a daO. If a0 < 0 then UE s’“(Z) and hence 
U is a P-set with respect to (X, “2). 
So let us suppose that a,, 2 0. Then U+%““(2) and there exists 
hEG$,(U)\{O} such that h+Kt+“oNh=O. By (l.lO), lim,,, h(x,)= 
-lim, + ic’ Kg + “ONh(x ) = 0 for every regular sequence (x,) in U. Moreover, 
h is (M + a0 N)-harmkic on U, hence (hi is M-subharmonic on U. By 
(l.l), there exists a compact subset A of U such that II KKI 1 L/,A )I < 1. Let 
V= U\A. Then Krll< \IK ?“I 1 Jj < 1 and hence VE @M(2). Now suppose 
that there exists a strictly positive p E ““P(U). Then p 2 y Jhl on A for some 
realy>O.Definings=inf(p-yIhl,O)wehave~~~~~(U),s=OonA,and 
we conclude from (1.11) that sa 0 on V. Thus p > ylh( on U. This is 
impossible since p is an M-potential. So U is not a P-set with respect to 
w, “W. 
2.8. COROLLARY. Zf UE%~(.#) then V~%~+~(%“)for every open sub- 
set V of U and every NE k’(2). Moreover, e’(X) n %(“3?) c a!“(%). 
3. EIGENVALUES 
In the following we fix a non-empty set UE 4(X), ME d(Z), and 
NE A’(Z). Let us recall that a sequence (x,) in U converging to a point 
z E U* is called regular if lim, _ o. Huf(x,)=f(z) for every f EW(U*). 
For each aE R, let &‘dM, “(U) be the set of all functions h E M+aN#b(U) 
such that lim, _ oD h(x,) = 0 for every regular sequence (x,) in U. We shall 
say that a E W is an (N-) eigenvalue (with respect to A4 and H(U)) if 
d”‘“(U) # (0) and then 8, M* “(U) is called (N-) eigenspace of a (with 
reipect to M and X(U)). By EM3 “(U) we shall denote the set of all eigen- 
values. 
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3.1. PROPOSITION. For every a f R, 
&~yU)={hE~b(U):h+K~+~Nh=O} 
={he M+‘Ny%(U):lh( <pforsomepEY(U)}. 
In particular, u E EM’ “(17) if and only if I + K$ + aN is not injective. 
Proof. Let hEJ?,M’N(U). Then g:=h+KE+crNhEXJU). If (x,) is a 
regular sequence in U then lim, _ m K$+ *nh(x,) = 0 by (l.lO), hence 
lim, + m g(x,) = 0. Therefore g = H,O = 0. 
Conversely, if h E 93J U) such that h + KE + “Nh = 0, then h E M + ‘NXb( U), 
lim h(x ) = -1im KE + “Nh(x,) = 0 for every regular sequence (x,) in U, and 
Jhl < llh”ll KL”+aN’l Ed. 
Finally, let h E M+aNXb( U) and p~.9( U) such that Ihl < p. Then 
h+KEfXNhE&(U) and Ih+K~+aNhl<p+Jlh\l K~+aNll~P(U), hence 
h+K;+lNh=O. 
By ( 1.1) an operator I + KE + ““, tl E R, is invertible on gb( U) if and only 
if it is injective. Hence the following results are immediate consequences 
from (3.1) and the results of Section 2. 
3.2. THEOREM. 1. Zf JV is parabolic on U then EMS “(U) = @. 
2. If .Y? is not parabolic on U and if N is strictly positive on U then 
EM’ “(U) # 12/. 
3. UE%~(%) ifandonly ifEMSN(U)nR+=@. 
For the remainder of this section let us suppose that EM* “(U) # (21 and 
that I!JEU~!~+~~(X) for some fi 20. Let us note that the second 
assumption is satisfied if N is strictly positive on U or if M+ flN E A’(&?) 
for some /I > 0. 
3.3. THEOREM. The set EM’“(U) is an upper bounded subset of R which 
is at most countable and has no accumulation points. For each a E EM’ “(U), 
the eigenspace I, ( ) M* N U has finite dimension. The sum of all eigenspaces 
8:~ “(U) is a direct sum. 
Proof: Let p>O such that UE%~+~~(%‘). Then E”‘N(U)~]--,/?[ 
by (2.1) and (3.1). Futhermore, for every c1 E R, 
Z+ Kt+aN= (I+ KE+BN)(I+ (a--)(I+ KE+PN)-‘Kz) 
where the operator (I+ KE + BN)- ‘KE is compact by (1.2). Thus the 
theorem follows from the general Fredholm theory for compact operators. 
In the following let Q E EM’ “(U) denote the greatest eigenvalue on U. 
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3.4. THEOREM. If H,l > 0 then there exists a positive eigenjiinction 
h, E ~$2 “(U). 
Proof Since we may replace A4 with M+ cr,N, there is no loss of 
generality in assuming that ozO = 0. Then for every a > 0 we may define 
gm = M+aNH”l, acr = sup g,(U). 
Given /3> a >O, we know by Section 1 that gB < g, and for every 
VE a’“(Z) satisfying PC U 
*Hvg, 2 M+aNHygSI= g,> M+BNHygm, 
We claim that sup a,= co. Indeed, suppose that SUP,,~ a, < co. Then 
the function g := sup g, is bounded. The inequalities above imply that, for 
every VE%~(Z) with PC U, 
for every j?>O, hence ““H .g = g. Therefore we obtain that g E M&?b+( U). 
Since inf g(U) 2 inf g,( U) > 0 by (1.16) for every a > 0, this is a contradic- 
tion to (1.17). 
Next consider 
h,:=$g, (CI > 0). 
a 
Then 0 <h, 6 1 for every a > 0, hence by (1.1) there exists a sequence (a,) 
of strictly positive real numbers such that lim, _ o. a, = 0 and the sequence 
(Kf( -h,,)) converges uniformly to a function ho. Since 
h, + K$h, + c&;h, = -j- H, 1 
v. 
for every a > 0, we conclude that the sequence (h,“) converges uniformly to 
h,, and then of course h,+ Kgh, = 0, i.e., hOE &gM, “(U). Furthermore, 
obviously h,, > 0 and sup h,(U) = 1. 
3.5. THEOREM. Suppose that U has no proper absorbing subsets and 
that there exists a positive eigenfunction ho E ~92 N(U). Then ho > 0, 
bzN(U)=Rh,,. 
Moreover, “+*““9,‘(U)=R+h,, and M+“N9’4Pb+( U) = (0) for every 
cI<cto. 
Proof: Fix a < a0 and s E “+OLNY’4Pb+(U)\{O}. By [3, p. 271, ho > 0 and 
s > 0. Clearly, s E M + “ON5$( U) and -h, E M + “N,SPb( U) since M+ clONH, < 
M+aNHy for every VE 42”+aN(S). 
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By (1.1 ), there exists a non-empty compact subset A of U such that 
(Ik?r+aoNIIU,AIJ ~1. Let V=U\A. Then K, ‘“+a~N’ 1 < ((Kr+woN’ 1 ,,I( < 1 
and hence I/E@~+~O~(&‘). Let 
y=sup{flER+:/?&,<sonA} 
and consider the function 
t=s-yh,. 
Clearly, t E M +qNYb( U), t >, 0 on A and there exists x E A such that 
t(x) = 0. Let (x,) be a regular sequence in V converging to z E V*. If z E A 
then lim inf,, _ cD t(x,) >/ t(z) b 0. If z E U* then lim inf, _ m t(x,) = 
lim inf, _ o. s(x,) > 0. Therefore t > 0 on V by (1.11). Since U has no proper 
absorbing subset, we obtain that t = 0, i.e., s = yh,. 
Knowing that hoe -“‘+“NYb(U) we conclude in particular that 
s E M + “NXb( U). Moreover, if (x,) is a regular sequence in U then 
lim, + m hJ = Y lim, + m h,(x,) = 0. Therefore s E SF”(U) and hence 
c1= a, since otherwise s and ho would be linearly independent by (3.3). 
Finally, let g E &““q “(U). There exists /I > 0 such that /Go - g 2 0 on A 
and hence /?h, - ga$ 0 on I’ by (1.11). By the preceding considerations 
there exists y > 0 such that fib, - g = yh, and hence g E IF&,. 
For the solution of the Dirichlet problem we have the following results. 
3.6. THEOREM. Suppose that H, 1 > 0. Then the following two statements 
are equivalent: 
(1) For every f E W( U*) there exists a unique function h E MXb( U) 
such that lim, _ m h(x,) = f(z) for every regular sequence (x,) in U converg- 
ing to z E U*. Moreover, h 2 0 iff 2 0. 
(2) E”‘N(U)nR+ =o. 
Proof By (1.17), (1) holds if and only if UE%~(%‘). By (2.1), 
UE e’“(X) if and only if a,, < 0. 
3.7. THEOREM. Let /I E R\E”, N(U) and f E ‘Z( U*). Then there exists 
a unique function h E “+BN#b(U) such that lim,,, h(x,)=f(z) for 
every regular sequence (x,) in U converging to ZE U*, namely 
h= (I+ K;+B”))‘HJ 
Proof. By (3.1), the operator I+ K, ,w+ BN is injective and hence inver- 
tible by (1.1). Defining h=(I+Kf+BN)-‘Huf we have /z+K~+~~Iz= 
H,f and hence, by (l.lO), lim,,, h(x,)=lim,,, Huf(xn)= f(z) for 
every regular sequence (x,) converging to z E U*. The uniqueness statement 
is trivial since B $ EM* “(U). 
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3.8. THEOREM. Suppose that Ho 1 > 0 and that U has no proper absorb- 
ing subset. Let PE[W\E~*~(LJ), f E%(I!~*), and h=(Z+ Kr+fiN)-‘HoJ 
Then the following holds: 
1. Zf /?>a0 andf 20, then h>O. 
2. If B < cc,, then h = 0 or h is neither positive nor negative. 
Proof By (2.1), we have UE% M+pN(Z’) for every /I> a0 whence the 
first statement. Moreover, we conclude from (3.4) and (3.5) that 
“+B”J?~(U)= {O} for every /?<cc~. This proves the second statement. 
4. APPLICATION TO THE SCHR~DINGER EQUATION 
Let U be a non-empty bounded domain in KY, n > 1. Let p be a signed 
measure on U and let v be a positive measure on U such that 
(1~1 + v)(U) < cc and the potential x++JU GB(x, z)(lp/ + v)(dz), XE B, is 
continuous and real for some ball B containing D. 
We shall say that cc E R is a v-eigenvalue of the operator JA -p on U if 
there exists a function h E %$( U)\(O) such that lim, _ o. h(x,) = 0 for every 
regular sequence (x,) in U and 
(+A - p - ctv)h = 0 
in the distributional sense. Note that the preceding equation reduces to 
(+A-u)h=ah 
if v is the Lebesgue measure A”, hence A”-eigenvalues are simply eigen- 
values. 
The set of all v-eigenvalues of iA -p on U will be denoted by E” ‘(U). 
For each u E EV, ‘(U), let 8: ‘(U) denote the corresponding eigenspace. 
In the following let us suppose that v( I’) > 0 for every non-empty finely 
open Bore1 subset V of U. Let us note that this assumption is satisfied if 
there exists a function f E W’(U) such that f > 0 on a finely open and finely 
dense subset of U and fA” < v. 
4.1. THEOREM. The set Ep* “( U) is a non-empty upper bounded subset of 
R which is at most countable and has no accumulation points. For each 
c1 E Er’*‘( U), the eigenspace Sf* ‘( U) has finite dimension. The sum of all 
eigenspaces &F ‘(U) is a direct sum. 
The eigenspace of the greatest eigenvalue is one-dimensional, it consists of 
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multiples of a strictly positive function. None of the other eigenspaces contain 
any positive .function. 
Proof. Let (B, .%?) be the classical harmonic space associated with the 
Laplace equation Au=0 on B. By [3], there exist M, NEA(X’) 
corresponding to p, v. Moreover, N is strictly positive on II. Hence the 
statements of the theorem are immediate consequences of (3.3) (3.4), and 
(3.5). 
The next two results follow from (3.6), (3.7), and (3.8). 
4.2. THEOREM. The following tnw statements are equivalent: 
1. For every f E %‘( U*) there exists a unique function h E %&h(U) such 
that (iA - p)h = 0 and lim, _ 1 h(x,) = f (z) for every regular sequence (x,) 
in U converging to z E U*. Moreover, h >, 0 if f 2 0. 
2. Ep.“(U)nR+ =0, i.e., iA - u has no positive eigenvalues on I/. 
4.3. THEOREM. Let r0 = sup( Er‘, “(U)) and p E IW\Er‘. ‘(U). Then for eveq 
f E%( U*) there exists a unique .function h E Vi,(U) such that 
($A - u - /?v) h = 0 and lim,, _ 7, h(x,) = f(z) for every regular sequence (x,) 
in U converging to ZE U*. If fl> zO, then h 2 0 whenever f 20. If fl -C a,, 
then h = 0 or h is neither positive nor negative. 
4.4. Remark. The results of this section hold as well if A is replaced with a 
linear second order differential operator L such that the continuous 
solutions of Lu=O generate an elliptic harmonic space having a Green 
function. This includes uniformly elliptic operators with Holder continuous 
coefficients, uniformly elliptic operators in divergence form with bounded 
measurable coetkients and even a large class of degenerate elliptic differen- 
tial operators [7, 8,9, 21. Moreover, the results of the previous sections 
have immediate applications to linear second order differential operators 
corresponding to harmonic spaces which are not necessarily elliptic. 
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